
Woodwind Clinic

CJarinet Reeds and Mouthpieces
by Christopher Sumner

Whenever I conduct a clinic
with a high school clarinet
section, the band director

usually asks if I can work on their
sound quality, especially in the high
register. Problems in tone quality often
reflect equipment deficiencies. The
reed alone drastically affects the sound
produced by a woodwind player. A
good reed maintained properly will
improve the overall tone and help
players with difficult altissimo notes.
Other factors include posture, embou-
chure, the type of instrument, and the
size and quality of mouthpiece. The
comments here pertain primarily to
the clarinet, but most apply to other
single reed instruments as well.
Choosing a Reed

The thickness and density of reeds
vary from one commercial brand to
another. The less costly reeds tend to
be thinner and less dense than expen-
sive ones. This is why reeds of the
same size will vary in hardness from
one manufacturer to another, but even
reeds from the same box will have dif-
ferent degrees of stiffness. Reed stiff-
ness depends on the density of the
cane used to make the reeds: the
denser the cane, the better the reed.
To gauge the density of a reed, hold it
up to a light and examine the closeness
of the fibers. Check the evenness of
fibers; if one side of the tip of the reed
is denser than the other, it will be dif-
ficult to play.

For high school students, soft reeds
are often the cause of poor sound qual-
ity, especially in the altissimo register.

A high school clarinet section should
play a size 3 or within a half size of this.
The tradition of starting beginners on
a l'/2 does not always guarantee the
best results. A 2 reed is often a good
choice for beginners because it gives
them a sense of resistance from the
start and precludes the kazoo sound
typical of beginning woodwind players.

Getting Started
Recently a flute player who teaches

middle school band told a story about
a clarinet student who could not get a
sound out of the instrument. After
looking over the instrument to check
for mechanical problems, the teacher
asked if the reed had been soaked
before playing. The answer was, of
course, no. Reeds have to be thor-
oughly soaked; several seconds in the
mouth is insufficient. Woodwind play-
ers should put the reed in their mouth
to soak as they assemble the instru-
ment. An alternative is a canister or a

plastic film container filled with water.
The water contains fewer impurities
than saliva and does not break the reed
down as much. The entire back of the
reed should be wet to create an airtight
seal between the face of the mouth-
piece and the backside of the reed
which prevents squeaking. Ripples at
the tip of the reed are a good indica-
tion that it has not been soaked
enough. New reeds often need to be
soaked longer than older ones.

A new reed should be sealed after
soaking but before playing. This simple
process will help to preserve the life of
the reed. Place a wet reed on a flat sur-
face or on a finger and rub from the
heel of the reed to the tip with the
thumb using a medium amount of
pressure. Rub each side of the reed
about ten times. This process breaks
off tiny fibers on the surface of the reed
and closes up exposed fibers. Sealing a
reed increases its longevity because the
reed does not become easily water-
logged.
Mouthpieces and Ligatures

Mouthpieces and ligatures affect
sound production on reed instruments
so much that a good reed on one set-up
(reed, mouthpiece, and ligature com-
bination) could turn out to be a bad
reed on another set-up. Although
mouthpieces are made of many differ-
ent materials including wood, metal,
plastic, hard rubber, and crystal, most
accomplished reed players agree that
hard rubber and crystal mouthpieces
are best. Mouthpieces should be eval-
uated in terms of intonation, tone
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Tom Stevens, first trumpet Los Angeles Philharmonic: "Without a doubt,
one of the world's finest brass players." (American Record Guide)
"Tom Stevens is a virtuoso and a highly thoughtful musician. [There
are] certainly none better." (Andre Previn)
"[Stevens] dearly defines what is possible on the trumpet, in a very
artistic fashion." (Doc Severinson)
Tom Stevttns Compact Dim:
CD761: Hindemith Sonata; Poulenc Sonata for trumpet, horn, &
trombone; Bozzo Lied & Badinage; Ropartz Andante & Allegro, etc.
CD665: Davies & Antheil Sonatas; Henze, Sonatine; Tomasi Triplyque;
Bernstein, Rondo; Stevens, A New Carnival of Venice; etc.
CD667: Music by Verne Reynolds, William Kraft, Chou wen chung,
Robert Henderson, Frank Campo, Meyer Kupferman, & Revueltas.
CD960: Philharmonic Standard Time: Improvised jazz: songs by
Green, Kaper, Raksin, Grofe, Mancini, Scherzinger
CDs $16.95 ea. Add $2/order U.S. shipping. Visa, MC,
orcheek. Send for free catalog, specializing brass &ww.

CRYSTAL ® RECORDS
28818 NE Hancock Rd,Camas, WA 98607 • phone 360-834-7022, fax 360-834-9680 • order@crystalrecords.com
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quality, response, and resistance.
Although it is useful to check pitches
on an electronic tuner, I recommend
playing several scales without a tuner
to test the intonation of the instru-
ment. Check whether the mouthpiece
produces a clear, resonant, and well-
focused sound. Test how quickly and
easily the sound responds by playing a
passage with several articulations and
dynamics, as in the following examples.

Shostakovich Symphony #1

Schubert Symphony in C Major

The resistance of a mouthpiece dic-
tates how much air will flow freely
through the mouthpiece. Mouthpieces
with less resistance work well for
beginners. Most mouthpiece brands
have a numeric or alphabetic label for
the tip opening, which in turn indi-
cates the resistance of a mouthpiece.
Because most brands use different sys-
tems, it is difficult to compare mouth-
pieces, although many companies offer
a chart to explain the rating system.

With so many makes and models it
is difficult to recommend specific
mouthpieces. One suggestion that can
be made without reservation is not to
use the stock mouthpiece that comes
with the instrument, which tends to be
of mediocre quality. The sound quality
of a section may improve if all players
use the same type of mouthpiece.

Ligatures are less critical than the
choice of mouthpiece but also affect
the sound quality. With ligatures the
goal is for a minimal amount of mater-
ial to touch the reed because a reed that
vibrates more produces a better sound.
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PROJECTS/COURSES/ENSEMBLES
HONOR ORCHESTRA HONOR BAND
HONOR CHOIR
STRING ORCHESTRA
JAZZ BANDS/COMBOS
THEORY/COMPOSITION
COLOR GUARD
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES
SMALL ENSEMBLES

SYMPHONIC BAND
WOMEN'S CHORUS

JAZZ CHOIR
GOLD BAND

DRUM MAJOR
VOICE CLASS

REED MAKING
ELECTIVE CLASSES

Thirty-eighth Annual
- *•>!MOUNTAIN

SUMMER MUSIC
CAMP AND FESTIVAL

JUNIOR S SENIOR HIGH MUSIC THEATRE
PRIVATE LESSONS IN ALL AREAS

DIRECTORS' SEMINAR

July 11 -17, 1999
$345 tuition, room, 8t board
$205 commuters, tuition only

For additional information call the
Dept. of Music, Theatre, at Dance

(970) 491-5529

Held on the CSU campus In Fort Collins, CO. Open to Jr. S sr. high school students.
Dr. David R. Shaner, Camp Director, Dept. of Music, Theatre, at Dance

Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523-1778
http://www.colostate.edu/Depts/Music/csucamp.html

Conducting
Experience

Wind Studies at CCM

For more information, call the College-
Conservatory of Music. Department of

Wind Studies at 513-556-2160.

Wind Studies Department
College-Conservatory of Music

University of Cincinnati
PO Box 210003

Cincinnad.OH4522l.0003
Visit our Web site at

www.uc.edu/www/ccm/winds/
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The Conducting Workshop -June 28-|uly I, 1999
Four days of intense study utilizing the music you
are currently conducting. Designed for today's
educator, regardless of teaching level. Taught by
Rodney Winther, CCM's Director of Wind Studies,
whose workshops in the United States. England
and Asia have earned him unanimous praise!

Tfie Conducting symposium • July 12-25,1999
Twelve days of expanding your rehearsal and
conducting technique with four internationally
renowned musicians. Designed for those
conductors wishing to explore literature and skills
at the professional/college/university level.

Symposium faculty
Rodney Winther it the Director of Wind
Studies at the University of Cincinnati College-
Conservatory of Music. His duties include conducting
the CCM Wind Symphony, The Chamber Winds, and
the newly farmed CCM Chamber Players, He also
teaches Masters and Doctoral wind conducting
students.
Arthur Weisberg is known as one of America's
leading authorities on contemporary u/ind chamber
music. His many recordings with the Contemporary
Chamber Ensemble, Ensemble 21, and other ensembles
have set new standards of excellence and have received
two Grammy nominations. Mr, Weisberg is also the
author of two widely respected books on the
performance of 20th Century music.
Lt. Col. Timothy Foley is the 26th director of
the famed "President's Own " United States Marine
Band, Lt. CoL Foley is widely respected for his
adventurous programming and sensitive
interpretation!,.. qualities that define his position
among the very best of today's professional military
conductors. Capt. Frank Byrne joined t/te
"President's Own" United States Marine Band as a
member of the music library staff. He held the position
ofCheifLibrarian before being appointed
Administrative Assistant to the Director in 1988. His
publications include several modem performance
editions ofSousa marches, as tvellai "A Practical
Guide to the Music Library."
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Reed Placement
It may seem a simple task to place

reed on a mouthpiece, but poor rei
placement is the root of many tot
problems. Students often fail to cent
the reed from side to side or place tt
reed too high or low on the moutl
piece. The tip of the reed should t
centered side by side on the rails •
the mouthpiece with the heel cer.
tered on the cut facing of the moutt
piece. The tip of the reed should h
aligned with the tip of the mouthpieci
but the top edge of the mouthpiec
should be visible.

C O L . L E G E -

Exceptions can be made to this
method if the reed is too soft or too
hard. It the reed is too soft, the tip of
the reed can be raised slightly higher
than the tip of the mouthpiece to
make the reed play a little harder. To
resolve the opposite problem, bring
the tip of the reed down just below the
tip of the mouthpiece. Bear in mind
that these adjustments only minimally
alter how the reed plays. To avoid
cracking or splitting reeds, place the
ligature on the mouthpiece first, then
slip the heel of the reed onto the face
of the mouthpiece under the ligature.

Excess saliva inevitably collects on
the back of the reed after some time,

Christopher Sumner is director of bands at
Dunellen High School in Dunellen, New
Jersey. In addition to conducting numer-
ous woodwind clinics, he has taught
courses at Rutgers University and Seton
Hall University. He received a master's
degree from Mannes College of Music
and a doctorate degree from Rutgers
University. Sumner performs regularly as
a clarinetist, saxophonist, and conductor.
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causing a fuzzy tone. The easiest solu-
tion is to suck in air with the mouth-
piece in the mouth, but some students
have a fear of their own saliva. The
other option is to take the reed off the
mouthpiece and wipe off the back of
the reed, but this is obviously much
more time-consuming. Also, the more
the reed is handled, the greater the risk
of splitting or chipping.
Storage

The reed should never be left on the
mouthpiece after playing but should be
dried and placed on a flat surface to
prevent warping, A warped reed can-
not create an airtight seal between the
reed and the face of the mouthpiece.
The back of the reed should be wiped
off and placed in a case or guard to
keep the reed flat and protected. Some
reeds come in suitable cases, but often
it is necessary to buy cases or guards
separately. Most reed manufacturers
sell inexpensive cases and guards, the
best of which have a glass plate to keep
the reed flat.

Reed cases also help players to orga-
nize their reeds. Most professionals
evolve a system of marking reeds to
indicate softness, overall condition,
and other qualities. Some players use
numbers and others letters, such as S
(soft), H (hard), St (stuffy), G (good).
Any system that describes the reeds
effectively is acceptable.
Advanced Adjustments

Advanced reed players should learn
to make some basic reed adjustments
with the following simple tools: a reed
knife, very fine sandpaper, and a reed
trimmer (optional). No two reeds will
be the same, even from the same box.
As a test, play one side of the reed by
rotating the mouthpiece slightly so
that the bottom lip pinches off one
comer of the reed and leaves the other
corner open; repeat the process closing
off the other corner. If one side is
harder to play than the other, make
adjustments by carefully scraping off
some of the wood with a knife. Scrape
only the thicker corner and just a little
bit at a time; the reed will be too soft if
too much is removed.

Excessively thick and overly soft
reeds also require adjustments. If the
reed is too thick and difficult to play,
place the back of it on a piece of very
fine sandpaper and sand lightly. Place
two or three fingers gently on the reed
and slide the reed on the sandpaper
several times with the grain. Again, be
careful not to take too much off. If a
reed is too soft, clip off a small portion
of the tip with a reed trimmer. The

DEL; means...

Willson
the finest in custom crafted

professional tubas to
Jim Akins

For the artist who depends
on his instrument

for his living

DEC Music Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 968 • Lake Geneva, Wl 53147 USA

414-248-8314 • 1-800-558-9416 • FAX 414-248-7953

Space Saver

SYMPHONY
MUSIC STAND

Direct Factory Pricing
Symphony Stand $49.95
Klip - Lite $17.50
plus S & H / Visa*MasterCard
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

STURDY - All Steel Construction
STYLE-Attractive-Functional
ADJUSTABLE - For sitting or standing
SKID PROOF - Rubber on Base
FINISH - Black Wrinkle Powder Coat & Chrome
SPACE SAUER-Stands nest

WW Mfg. Co.
3817 HICKORY GROVE ROAD

DAVENPORT, IOWA 52806
TEL. (319) 322-7821
FAX (319) 386-6973

e-mail: wwmfg@aol.com

UNIVERSAL KLIP-LITE
ADJUSTABLE • Clip* on all ctandm
FINISH . BUck toxtur* non-gloM
STURDY - All Molal
SWITCH On OH . Cord • Ft.

Band Music Guide
Now in its 10th edition, the Band

Music Quide is a valuable resource for
busy directors.

The Band Music Guide contains over
16,000 titles, divided into sections
according to composition type, concert
band, marching band, collections, band
methods, solos and ensembles with band,
and jazz ensemble. Each entry gives the
title, composer/arranger, publisher, and
difficulty level of a work, where available.

Order your copy for $34 (plus $4 shipping and handling)
School purchase orders will be billed; with other orders please
enclose payment. 448 pages, hardbound.

The Instrumentalist Co.
200 Northfield Rd., Northfield, 111. 60093

(847) 446-8550 Fax: (847) 446-6263
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Help for College Students
and Beginning Directors

Some of the best articles from
the pages of The Instrumentalist for
prospective or beginning directors
are collected in this new publica-
tion. Veteran directors share their
experiences to give practical
advice to those just starting their
careers. College professors may
want to use it as an assigned text
for future directors.

Practical advice and solutions
on matters ranging from discipline
to choosing music to fundraising
make this volume an essential
resource for new directors. 48
pages, $8 for single copies, $5 each
when 5 or more copies are
ordered. (Add $3 shipping/ han-
dling) Prepayment required.

The Instrumentalist Company
200 Northfield Road, Northfield, Illinois 60093

847-446-8550, fax 847-446-6263

Arnold Jacobs -
The Legacy of a Master

"Jacobs was the first teacher or
researcher to apply general

scientific knowledge of the structure
and function of the pulmonary system

to brass placing." - Richard H. Erb

"Working with him, I felt the whole
process of placing a brass instrument
come together—fl consider him] the

foremost Doctor of Brass Placing who
ever lived....I never ceased to be

overwhelmed by both his
knowledge and his outstanding

musicianship on the tuba."
- Ron Hasselman

The comments, anecdotes, and lesson notes of 33
former students and colleagues of the legendary tubist and
teacher. Collected by M. Dee Stewart. Hardbound, 160
pages, $18 (add $3 for shipping/handling).

The Instrumentalist Company
200 Northfield Road, Northfield, Illinois, 60093
Phone: 847-446-8550 Fax: 847-446-6263

more a reed is clipped, however,
less vibrant the reed becomes, f
many students use a reed trimme
remove chips in a reed, and while
is somewhat effective, they should
ognize that each clip makes the re
little harder and less vibrant.

Although most high school w
wind players will not obsess over i
the way professionals do, most of t
adjustments can be performed easi.
students. These slight changes
improve the sound quality of reec
tions immensely.

Band Method Released
Hal Leonard Corporation rel

Essential Elements 2000, a new
method with a C.D. available for
instrument. Designed by John Hi|
Charles Menghini, Paul Lavendei
Lautzenheiser, Don Bierschenk.
Tom Rhodes, the method pre:
the popular feature of the pre
Essential Elements method and
new elements. Book 1 will be avs
on May 1, and the second book \
introduced at the 1999 Midwest •
(Hal Leonard Corporation, 7777
Bluemound Road, P.O. Box 1
Milwaukee, Wisconsin)

New Miniature Scores
Dover Publications added

scores to its Miniature Scores
including Mass in B Minor by J
Sebastian Bach; Symphony i
Ludwig Van Beethoven; Symphc
by Gustav Mahler; Mozart
phonies #35, #36, and #38;
phony # 4 by Peter Ilyich Tchail
and Giuseppe Verdi's Reouiei
works appear in full score. To
contact Dover Publications, Ii
East 2nd Street, Mineola, New"


